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NEW QUESTION: 1
View the Server group screen shot above.
A company has provisioned the same VAP, AAA and SSID profiles
at both its Miami and NY offices. This Server Group is applied
for 802.1x authentication at both locations. The user's
credentials are only found in the Miami Radius server
"RadiusMiami". There is no Radius synchronization and both
servers are reachable. What happens when the user attempts to
authenticate?
A. RadiusNY1 receives the request and returns a deny. The
authentication request will then be sent to RadiusMiami.
B. The RadiusNY1 sends the request to RadiusMiami that replies
to the controller
C. RadiusNY1 receives the request and returns a deny. No other
action is taken.

D. The controller recognizes the users Domain and sends the
authentication request directly to RadiusMiami.
E. The request is initially sent to RadiusNY1 then RadiusNY1
redirects the controller to send the authentication request to
RadiusMiami
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
In which scenario can a software conference bridge from Cisco
Unified Communications Manager be used
for an audio conference?
A. when there are only three participants
B. when only SCCP phones are used
C. when all participants use both the G.711 and G.729 codecs
D. when all participants use the G.711 codec
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are the administrator for your company's Azure
subscription.
Company policy dictates that you must deploy new Azure Resource
Manager (ARM) templates using Azure Command-Line Interface
(CLI). Parameters are included in a file called
azuredeploy.parameters.json and do not contain any password
information. All JSON files are located in the root of drive E.
You need to ensure that password parameters are passed to the
command.
Which two commands are possible ways to achieve this goal? Each
correct answer presents a complete solution.
A. Add the appropriate password parameters to the
azuredeploy.parameters.json file and then run the following CLI
command:
azure group create -n "ARMBasic" -l "West US" -f
"e:\azuredeploy.json" -e "e:
\azuredeploy.parameters.json"
B. Run the following CLI command. Add switches to include all
parameters:
azure group create -n "ARMBasic" -l "West US" -f
"e:\azuredeploy.json"
C. Run the following CLI command. Add a switch to include

password parameters:
azure group create -n "ARMBasic" -l "West US" -f
"e:\azuredeploy.json"
D. Run the following CLI command. Do not add additional
switches:
azure group create -n "ARMBasic" -l "West US" -f
"e:\azuredeploy.json" -e "e:
\azuredeploy.parameters.json"
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A: Rather than passing parameters as inline values in your
script, you may find it easier to use a JSON file that contains
the parameter values.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/r
esource-group-template- deploy-cli
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